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ABSTRACT: In this paper, the adaptive network based
fuzzy inference system (ANFIS) based wireless sensor
network (WSN) is constructed to develop a location
identification system (LIS) to monitor the values of link
quality indicator (LQI) or received signal strength indicator
(RSSI) of IEEE 802.15.4/ZigBee WSN indoor to realize
the tag locations of vision robot. The LIS system is
composed of one gateway, some location nodes and tags.
The RSSI methodology is used to identify the location of
tags. At first, the LQI is demonstrated then it is applied
to develop a WSN LIS. By using LIS, the performance of
indoor location identification of vision robot is verified. At
last, the ANFIS neural network is used to combine with
the LIS to develop application of vision robot. The
experimental results demonstrate that the design
requirement can be achieved; meanwhile, it also
demonstrates that the good indoor LIS performances are
possessed by using LIS system and ANFIS neural
network.
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1. Introduction

The purpose of this paper is to construct an adaptive net-
work based fuzzy inference system (ANFIS) [1] based
wireless sensor network (WSN) of location identification
system (LIS), constituted by the gateway, location nodes,
server, client monitor, controller unit, etc. By using these
advantages of low cost, low power consumption, a variety
of perceived control network connected to the network,
concatenated into a sensor network through the network
can achieve a variety of control techniques. The WSN is
equipped with some radio transceivers and receivers to
achieve information around the environment. When many
WSNs are deployed in large field, they can be automati-
cally organized to form an ad hoc network [2, 3] to com-
municate with each other by means of some network to-
pologies such as star, mesh and tree communication to-
pologies. In the past, many applications have been devel-
oped such as vehicle/building automation, home secu-
rity, environmental monitoring, indoor location identifica-
tion, etc. These achievements let human life more com-
fortable and convenient [4].

The WSN is envisaged to monitor the environment for many
years. A challenge is to reduce energy consumption so
as to extend the lifetime of the WSN. The IEEE 802.15.4/
ZigBee Alliance is an association of companies working
together to develop standards (and products) for reliable,
cost-effective, low-power wireless networking. The ZigBee
technology will probably be embedded in a wide range of
products and applications across consumer, commercial,
industrial and government markets worldwide [5, 6]. The
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ZigBee builds upon the IEEE 802.15.4 standard which
defines the physical and medium access control (MAC)
layers for low cost, low rate personal area networks. The
ZigBee defines the network layer specifications for star,
tree and peer-to-peer network topologies and provides a
framework for application programming in the application
layer [5-9].

The applications of indoor LIS along with the popularity of
Global Position System (GPS) have been widely accepted
by consumers. However, the GPS signal is susceptible
to building shelter such as unable to provide indoor
location identification services, for example, in small space
indoor environment; the accuracy of GPS is unable to
meet the various needs. In addition to GPS, we can use
LIS to achieve the purpose of positioning [10]. Many
localization algorithms first use a ranging technique to
estimate the Euclidean distances between nodes, and
then use the least-squares trilateration (LST) algorithm to
determine the locations of sensor nodes by these
estimated distances [11]. LIS based localization is one of
the most prolific themes since radio signal reception is
the main requirement for its exploitation. Moreover, in the
case where the mobile receives frames from beacons and
processes them to extract its position, there is no multi-
user interference problem to consider such as two nodes
receiving data do not disturb each other [12].

For the analysis of vision robot studies have been growing
recently due to great interest among people. Some topics
which can be reviewed are: evaluation of drinking water
quality, driving fatigue, health risks in work environment in
terms of injury, illnesses, safety, evaluation for health
policy, security issues among hospitals and its feasible
solutions, and health services management. The first
application of fuzzy logic in health care was the
development of an index to assess the health of the
patient. Another expert system was designed to help
physicians and hospital staff in administrative, diagnostic,
therapeutic, statistical, and scientific work. In this system,
there are separate data-storing, health insurance
supporting, and simple advisory programs [13]. Recently,
many advisory or decision monitoring programs have been
developed; for examples, by using neural networks to plan
for monitoring patients in hospital environments [14]. In
this paper, the neural network of ANFIS is used to combine
with the LIS to develop application of vision robot for
monitoring the positions of patients.

The most useful property of neural networks is their ability
to approximate linear or nonlinear mapping through
learning. Based on this property, the neural network based
controllers have been developed to compensate the effects
of nonlinearities and system uncertainties, so that the
stability, convergence and robustness of the control
system can be improved [15]. The ANFIS [1] has been
proposed many years ago and widely used in research
works. The ANFIS reveals an efficient learning network
and its applications can be found in [16, 17]. In this paper,
the ANFIS controller is used to control the motors of fans.

The ANFIS controller is a suitable off-line hybrid learning
procedure to serve as a basis for constructing a set of
fuzzy if-then rules with appropriate membership functions
to generate the stipulated fuzzy associated memory (FAM)
input-output pairs and fuzzy rules. Then a fuzzy inference
system (FIS) matrices can be achieved. By using this
FIS matrices, a reliable controller can be designed. The
MATLAB™ has provided very useful and friendly tools for
engineers to design this ANFIS controller.

In this paper, the good performances of position monitoring
of LIS are possessed by this proposed ANFIS based LIS
vision robot system. This method has also great benefits
for reducing many burdens of nurses or doctors for caring
patients’ positions by using ANFIS based LIS vision robot.

1.1 Introduction to Location Identification System
(LIS)
The ZigBee Alliance is an association of companies
working together to develop standards (and products) for
reliable, cost-effective, low-power wireless networking.
ZigBee technology will probably be embedded in a wide
range of products and applications across consumer,
commercial, industrial and government markets
worldwide. ZigBee builds upon the IEEE 802.15.4 standard
which defines the physical and Medium Access Control
(MAC) layers for low cost, low rate personal area networks.
ZigBee defines the network layer specifications for star,
tree and peer-to-peer network topologies and provides a
framework for application programming in the application
layer [7]. In this paper, the subroutines are develop for the
vision robot application. All these subroutines include
different type of application program interface (API). For
example, the Queue API provides a queue-based interface
between an applications and both the IEEE 802.15.4 stack
and the peripheral hardware drivers.

A variety of network topologies are possible with IEEE
802.15.4. A network must consist of a minimum of two
devices, of which one Co-ordinator, referred to as the
personal area network (PAN) Co-ordinator. The possible
network topologies are Star topology, Tree topology and
Mesh topology. The basic type of network topology is the
Star topology. A Star topology consists of a central PAN
Co-ordinator surrounded by the other nodes of the network,
often referred to as End Devices. The Tree network
topology has an implicit structure based on parent-child
relationships. Each node has a parent. The node  may
also (but not necessarily) have one or more children. Each
node can communicate only with its parent and its children.
Any node which is a parent acts as a local Co-ordinator
for its children. In the Mesh network topology, all devices
can be identical and are deployed in an ad hoc
arrangement. Some nodes can communicate directly. Not
all nodes may be within range of each other, but a message
can be passed from one node to another until it reaches
its final destination.

An indoor location identification system (LIS) considers
only indoor  environments such as inside a building. The
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location  of  users or their devices in personal area networks
can be determined by LIS measuring the location of their
mobile devices in an indoor environment. From this
definition, LIS should work all the time unless the user
turns off the system, offer updated position information of
the target, estimate positions within a maximum time
delay, and cover the expected area the users require to
use an LIS [14]. The mostly adopted approach of LIS is to
estimate the distance of the mobile unit from some set of
measuring units, using the attenuation of emitted signal
strength. Signal attenuation-based method such as LIS
attempts to calculate the signal path loss due to
propagation. Theoretical and empirical models are used
to translate the difference between the transmitted signal
strength and the received signal strength into a range
estimate [13].

The LIS used in this paper is called i-Tracer, it is
developed by least-squares trilateration (LST) algorithm
[10]. LSI methods attempt to calculate the signal path
loss due to signal propagation attenuation. From
theoretical and empirical test model, the difference
between the transmitted signal strength and the
received signal strength can be translated into range
estimation [13]. All data can be stored in database of
LIS by SQL and Java language programs. The server
architecture diagram of LIS is shown in Figure 1. It is
constructed by 3 servers to manage data of message
processing, position and monitoring [10]. These results
will be shown in the following Experiment Result Section
of this paper.

Figure 1. The Architecture Diagram of LIS

The hybrid learning algorithm developed in [1] can be
applied to Equation (3) directly. A neural network structure
of ANFIS is shown in Figure 2. In the forward pass of the
hybrid algorithm, functional signals go forward till layer 4

2. Preliminary of ANFIS

The ANFIS uses a hybrid learning algorithm to identify
the membership function parameters to generate Sugeno
type fuzzy inference systems (FIS). It uses the method
of combination of least-squares and backpropagation
gradient descent methods to train FIS membership
function parameters to model a given set of input/output
data. The principle of ANFIS is briefly described as follows:
[1]

Ri: if x1 is Ai1 ... and xn is Ain

then
ui =  pi1x1+.. +pinxn + ri (1)

where Ri denotes the ith fuzzy rules, i =1, 2, .., r; Aik is the
fuzzy set in the antecedent  associated with the kth input
variable at the ith fuzzy rule; and pi1,...., pin , ri are the fuzzy
consequent parameters.

Based on the weighted averaged method of defuzzification.
The output u can be calculated as

u =
w1

w1+.. + wn
u1+.. +

wn

w1+.. + wn

un

= w1u1+.... + w2un
(2)

Because the fuzzy inference system is a Takagi-Sugeno
type, i.e. ui = pi1x1 +.... + pinxn + ri, Equation (2) can be
rewritten as

where wi is the ith node output firing strength of the ith

rule; and

w1 =
w1

w1+.. + wn
 ,..,. wn=

wn

w1+.. + wn

(3)

u = w1u1+.... + wn un

= (w1x1) pi1+.... + (w1x1) pin + (w1) r1
+
.
.
.

+ (wnx1) pi1+.... + (wnxn) pin + (wn) rn.
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of Figure 2 and the consequent parameters pi1, pi2, ri are
identified by the least squares estimate (LSE) approach.
In the backward pass, the error rates propagate backward
and the premise parameters x1, x2 are updated by the
gradient descent approach. As the values of these
parameters change, the membership functions vary
accordingly; thus exhibits various forms of membership
functions on linguistic labels Ai1 and Ai2.

3. Experimental Results

Consider a vision robot such as in Figure 3 is walking on
O-XY plane such as the state space dynamic equations
are

 x = Ax + Bu
y = Cx (4)

The program of WSN is developed on the free software
called Code Blocks. At first, the program of Co-ordinator
is developed then the program of End Device is developed
consequently. Every network must have one and only one
PAN Co-ordinator, and one of the tasks in setting up a
network is to select and initialize this Co-ordinator. The
personal area network identification (PAN-ID) must be set
adequately in program. This is a high power ZigBee Kit. It
can provide all the software tools and hardware required
to get the first-hand experience with WSN. The entry-
level kits contain one base development board (BDB) and
one sensor development board (SDB). Each board is
equipped with a high-power IEEE 802.15.4 RF module
based on LIS MCU which provides much higher covering
range with 2.4GHz RF antenna which is with the IPEX
connector for easy mechanical design than normal-power
RF module. For I/O expansion ports, it has 10 useful pins
of GPIO include UART, ADC, DAC and Comparator.

For the software, it also provides free Application
Programming Interface (API) packages to the peripheral
devices of single-chip IEEE 802.15.4 compliant wireless
microcontrollers. This is known as the Integrated
Peripherals API. It details the calls that may be made
through the API in order to set up, control and respond to
events generated by the peripheral blocks, such as UART,
GPIO lines and Timers among others. The software
invoked by this API is present in the on-chip ROM. This
API does not include support for the ZigBee WSN MAC
hardware built into the device; this hardware is controlled
using the MAC software stack that is built into the on-
chip ROM. ZigBee can be used with different sensors
such as in vehicle or home automation, security
management, industrial, environmental controls, and
personal medical care. In  this paper, the ZigBee WSNs
are used to design for the vision robot by means of ANFIS
based control methodology. At first, the LQI test is tested
from the results of the values of LQI. It will be varied
according to the distance between the Co-ordinator and
End Device. All these data will be stored in database named
as file of RTLS.mdf, these data can be used by SQL
program and can be feed to ANFIS system to construct a

The ANFIS based controller described as aforementioned
in Section 2 is developed. If there are three location nodes
and three tags placed in three corners. From the strength
data, after ANFIS based LIS controller’s manipulations,
the fuzzy values will be returned to the LIS server to monitor
the positions of these corners. The ANFIS design results
are shown in Figure 4. The inference ANFIS output value
is normalized from 0 to 1 can be achieved. In this condition,
for example, the node position is far, the ANFIS value will
down, and otherwise, its value will be high. If the value is
lower than the threshold value, then the vision robot will
be active to control the moving path. The ANFIS-based
fuzzy inference mechanism or fuzzy rules are developed,
it just need 6 fuzzy rules. In this experiment, the data of
every location node or tag are used. The ANFIS based
LIS for vision robot in this paper just illustrate an example
of node position caring. From Figure 4(d), the vision robot
will reach to location node 1. There are many other
applications can be developed by this LIS. From this
example, it demonstrates that the ANFIS based LIS is
successfully established, meanwhile, the good vision robot
performance is also possessed.

vision robot system.

Figure 2. A two-inputs one-output ANFIS architecture

Figure 3. LIS based diagram of vision robot

4. Conclusion

In this paper, the design method for the application of
vision robot by using the adaptive-network-based-fuzzy-
inference-system (ANFIS) based wireless sensor network
(WSN) location identification system (LIS) is proposed.

.
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Figure 4 (a) One of the ANFIS membership functions diagram

Figure 4 (b). One of the ANFIS inference surfaces diagram

Figure 4 (c). The fuzzy rules of ANFIS
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Figure 4 (d). The inference result of ANFIS

This paper has successfully demonstrated the application
of the LIS to monitor the location of vision robot. The
physical verifications and simulations are also
successfully demonstrated that it has possessed the good
performances of ANFIS based LIS for one example of
vision robot applications.
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